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About This Game

Ruby Hunter is a 2.5D Miner game where your objective is to retrieve the treasures buried deep in the mine.

During your journey you will face several challenges, fight fierce battles with the creatures of the mine, and solve tricky puzzles.
Fight the evil Yam-Yam beasts, use the help of Lorries and take up the duel with the Bugs to get their loot. Convert precious

gems, shoot blazing lasers and blow up your timebombs on your way to the exit.

Ruby Hunter took inspiration from old-school classics such as Sapphire Yours, Boulder Dash and Emerald Mine.

Features

More than 1000 levels: The game includes classic levels and ones made by the fans over the years. Solve the puzzles over the
course of 11 difficulty levels! If you're stuck on a level, feel free to get a hint from the provided demos, or suspend it and

continue later.

Local co-op: Solve the dual-player levels with your friend, with built-in split-screen support.

Level editor: Design, test and upload your own levels with the in-game level editor! Create giant levels with up to over 250.000
tiles, using more than 50 different/unique objects! You can share them with others using the Community Hub.

Community Hub: Play and rate levels made by other players, or keep the discussion going with the in-game chat. You can also
link your different devices to keep your game progress synchronized between them. (The in-game Community Hub is not
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associated with Steam)

Leaderboards: Got a quicker/smarter/better solution for a level? You can compete with other players and view their solutions
using the leaderboard system.

Controls: Ruby Hunter includes keyboard and gamepad (Windows only) support with remappable keys. (Text input is not yet
supported for gamepads)

Achievements and Trading cards: The game includes Steam achievements and will drop Trading cards as soon as the game
becomes eligible.

Try out the demo for Ruby Hunter to get a glimpse of the game! You can continue your progress in the full version if you
decide to purchase the game.
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Title: Ruby Hunter
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Bence Sipka
Publisher:
Bence Sipka
Release Date: 20 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 1 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11+ or OpenGL 3.0+ support

Storage: 50 MB available space

Sound Card: XAudio2 compatible

English
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It is a nice but not too long of a game. In the style of "Druids". Make sure you save often and remember you have a finite
inventory selection. There are plenty of fun puzzles and some good action and lots of reloading.

Good Luck destroying the demon best use the +5 Axe it is the best.. This game is AMAZING!!!

Pros:
Super friendly community
great graphics
season rankings
You don't have to play ranked matches
completely customizable spell loadouts
Diverse character outfits and accessories
new content updates

Cons:
Minor bugs
Since it's new on steam, slighty longer waiting times for a match during certain hours.

I highly reccommend this if you like magic-type vr games.. For my personal opinion, this game is so scary. Although, I already
prepare myself to play this horror game. Sound is O.K., but graphic is seems like some horor games in last 10 years+ ago.

However, if you are looking to find a good horror game with not expensive price. Please spare your money to support this game.

Thank you.

From a Thai gamer.. OVERPOWERED. I absolutely love this game. My only qualm is the difficulty of finding the secret
rooms. Once I knew which rooms they were in, I found the difficulty fine. But there really was no in-game clue to where they
were, other than the hole in the map, which was often bordered by several rooms.

Now that the criticism is out of the way, let me just say the difficulty progression, level design, puzzles, visuals, etc are all great
and I highly recommend this game to anyone who ever played the Adventures of Lolo as a kid.. It was difficult at times but I
really enjoyed having to adapt to some challenges where I had to change tactics, making it feel very rewarding. There are 2 epic
relics you get from the ultra challenges which I only use now because they give really good effects to you and all your allies..
The game has real potential but it is just so badly polished that playing it slowly drives you up the wall. Ultimately there's better
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options out there, pick this up last.. Ok point and click game.. This game was so much fun.

I ran into it via LRR's YouTube page back when Graham Stark was talking about his voice acting role and I was immediately
intrigued by the fun, flavourful art style and the highly entertaining snippets of writing I saw. Having now played it, this is very
high up my list of favourite dating sims, probably a close second after Dream Daddy.

Super LGBT friendly, with an entertaining plot, great character customisation and a lovely cast of endearing characters. If you
like inclusive, story-driven romance in your games, Arcade Spirits is more than worth a shot - you owe it to yourself to give it a
try.

I've played through start to finish once, in about 6 hours I guess, but I'm already into a second playthrough and enjoying it
immensely. What an excellent and endearing game.. A good friend of mine recommended this game to me, so I checked it out.

This game best reminds me of Mega Man X8 on the PS2(PlayStation 2). Both playable characters in this game are a unique mix
of all 3 main characters in Mega Man X8 (X, Zero, and Axl). With Axl's 360 degree firing ability, Zero's ability to double jump,
and X's ability to upgrade himself.

The game can be challenging at times, but it's never so difficult that it seems impossible to complete.

There are a lot of hidden items and secrets to find and a few alternate routs.

I used an Xbox Once controller with this game with no problems since it had a pre-setup profile for the controller built into the
game right from the start.

Overall I've found this game to be a great game, and a good example of how to do a Mega Man X game right!

If your a fan of the Mega Man X series, or just a fan of the Mega Man franchise in general, then you can't go wrong with
picking this one up. And that's my 2 cents.
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freezing the game half an hour into play and losing all progress is a deal braker, sorry, no motivation to give this another try.
sadly cant return.. My story of Feral Fury began with my roommate who came to me one day and said 'So I found a thing you
might enjoy'. Famous first words. So, he winds up showing me this neat little twin-stick shooter with a panda in power armor.
My first thought was 'that's adorable'. My second thought shortly after was a resounding: 'THIS IS AWESOME!' He tells me
that I'm free to play it when he's at work, as we Steam Share. He has .7 hours on it at the time of my writing this. I have almost
twenty.

If you like games like The Binding of Issac, Nuclear Throne, Enter the Gungeon and others, Feral Fury is a MUST BUY for
you. I'll go ahead and echo what everyone else seems to say, but it's true. The controls are tight and responsive, allowing for the
fine movements you'll need. The combat is both visceral and fast-paced, making split decisions the difference between life and
death. The system is as forgiving as it is unforgiving, punishing second-thoughts and the slow-witted, but rewarding those who
understand how the game functions. The soundtrack is perhaps a bit too cheery for what the game is, but it just underlines the
deceptive nature of the game.

With permanent upgrades to be unlocked after every run, you'll begin to see improvement with each death, and each time you
meet a new enemy, you'll learn how they fight and how they die (enemies mostly give a final attack as they die). Each step, each
misstep is a learning experience you'll grow from.

Start on easy. I don't often say that, but Easy builds the base mechanics of the game, and allows you to build the more advanced
mechanics later on. If you start too hard, you'll just overwhelm yourself. The bosses are fun and amusing, as well as being
challenging and rewarding.

Just keep one thing in mind when playing though... you can only gain so much experience from playing this game. It takes
something else to really complete it. Reactions, bravery, training... all of that can be taught. It takes something else, something
different to get far. A primordial fire, a feral fury is needed to truly master this game.. A game like this is heavily reliant on the
moving mechanics and visual effects.
And for me it fails on both counts.

The moving feels unsatisfactory as you can only move in circles. Other games like this allow you to cross over yourself.
However, I would be satisfied if you could at least do a sharp turn.
In regards to the graphics. They are okay. But the game itself is not visually stunning.

My biggest complaint however must be when I turned down the volume in the options menu. But the music remained at the
same volume.. Having used this I like the layout, but the issues I have had (brush lag, no view manipulator, and that this was
released with these issues.) make this software well not worth the price. After some more time in the QA department maybe but
until then if you are looking for an improvement over 'comicado' look elsewhere.. Disclaimer* I was provided this game for
review honest review purposes.

Zombie Training Simulator lies to you ...

It pretends because the zombies are cardboard cut-out cartoon zombies that you won’t freak out when they are closing in on you
as you desperately to reload your weapon. Damn lies...

It isn’t the visuals that freak you out – it’s the sound.

Packed with a multitude of modes for you to play around with, something for everyone, ZTS is an excellent early game for the
Vive that is worth every penny of the asking price. A great deal of time and effort has obviously gone into polishing this game
and it shows. The graphics are bright and colourful, without being confusing. The zombies actually feel like they are made out
of cardboard, shooting chunks off them is satisfying and gives you a great sense of real damage.

You start with access to limited weapons, a pistol as I recall, and are rewarded with more and better guns as you kill more
zombies. It’s a little frustrating that you can’t use all the guns right away but it does give the game a natural progression which
might be missing otherwise.

Some gallery shooters on the vive have weapons that feel like toys, and this makes those games feel very lightweight. ZTS’s guns
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feel great, the animations are believable without being overcomplicated and the use of the feedback in the controllers is good.
You can almost feel the bullets smack into the zoms.

The use of explosives is also excellently handled. Grenades, petrol cans and lanterns can be used to wipe out large concentrations
of zombies. Getting the Z’s to stand in one place is managed by clever use of handy meat chunks you can lob out into the range.

On top of all this the leader board system is excellent. Showing your rank amongst friends or worldwide.

I love this game. Well done devs.
. I didn't go very far in campaign mode yet. I played it long enough to unlock Survival Mode, and that's what I've played since.

This is meant to be a mobile game, I think, but it works just fine as a time killer on PC. It's cute, polished, and more than a little
bit addictive. It's a strategy game more than a puzzle game (in survival mode, anyway.)

Someone else compared it to Triple Town--which I've played a lot of--and it is similar in that three of a given thing joint
together to make a bigger thing. The similarity really ends there though because the object here is not JUST to make the bigger
thing, but to place it so that it stomps the enemy's things, before the enemy stomps yours. Additionally, you can earn pink crystal
thingies which you can use to move a creature, or to buy a creature, and there are fruit thingies which (I think) give you more
points, so sometimes it's good to pause and think about where you are actually going to put the nexxt creature.

Great game for those who like small, cheap, cute, colorful, strategy games. I'm happy with my purchase of this one.
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